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“Preserving the Past while Building the Future.”

Celebrating 132 Years of Service
A note from the Siewers Family…
If you have not visited our showroom lately, you need to make your way in to see our
new and improved Hardware Section. We have been working with Emery Waterhouse to
bring in many of their top selling items. These items will hopefully reduce your trips to
other stores and provide you more time on the job! We have added to our caulk, sealants,
foams and glue lines, brought in Shop Vac vacuums, filters & bags and completed the
offerings in the GRK Screw Line. We have added The Kreg Tool Company, Power
Tools, Pneumatic Tools, Bostich & Paslode Fasteners, Fein Tools & Blades, Diablo
Blades, Drill Bits, Staples, Sandpaper, Extension Cords, Bipass & Folding Door
Hardware, OSI Quad Max, Penofin Penetrating Oils, Old Masters Stains, Primers and
Spray Paint. In the next few weeks we will finish our Stanley/National Hardware
Section, which will include Barn Door Hardware! As you can see, we have not only
expanded our existing product lines but added lines as well. We invite you in to see for
yourself. As always, we welcome your thoughts on the new lines we are carrying!
Mark your calendars:
Wednesday, September 21st (8am to 12 noon) – A Representative from OSI Quad Max
will be on hand to answer any question you may have on the OSI Quad Max System.
Thursday, September 22nd (9am to 12 noon) – Representatives from Old Masters
Stains and Penofin Penetrating Oils will be here. Please stop by and “soak up” all the
information on these two fantastic products!
Tuesday, September 27th (
) – It is not too late to sign up for the Flu Shots.
Please contact Lauren at 358-2103 or LaurenF@Siewers.com and let her know how
many people from your firm will be getting the shot this year!
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Thursday, November 3rd (8am to 1:00pm) – Join us for a “GRAND (RE) OPENING”
of
The Siewers Hardware Department. We will have Vendor Reps from many of our
Hardware Product Lines to answer all of your questions! Light food and refreshments
will be served.

-The Siewers Family
Contractor News

The 4 Most Expensive Words in Remodeling By Hannah Kasper
Picture this: You’re having a meeting with your contractor. The two of you are sitting at a
table, discussing your master bathroom project, which is almost finished (and looking
great). You say to him, “While you’re at it, can we go ahead and move the can light
above my vanity 6 inches to the right?”
Without realizing it, you’ve just spoken four of the most potentially expensive words in
remodeling.
In your mind, "while you’re at it" is simple. Six inches doesn’t seem very far at all. An
electrician is already working at your house, and you already have a can light installed.
Bada bing, bada boom. No harm in moving it a few inches. But it’s not so simple.
In your contractor’s mind, these four words translate to “change order.” And while
change orders aren’t evil — they’re necessary and inevitable in many cases — they are
notorious for adding cost to a project. If you’ve worked hard to come to an agreement
with your banker, your contractor or your spouse to stay within a fixed price, a change
order or two (or three, or 10) can really throw your budget a curveball.
The moral of the story is to be aware of what you ask your contractor to do. Moving a can
light involves more than an electrician. The drywall contractor and painter will need to
patch the hole where the light was previously, for example. Altogether, it could end up
costing about $350 to move that light half a foot. That might be pocket change to some
people. But throw in seven to 10 more “pocket change”-sized change orders, and
suddenly your bill has increased by a couple thousand dollars.
To prevent change orders, try to think carefully about everything involved (paint colors,
position of can lights, etc.) in your project before the start date to make sure they’re
included in your scope of work and your contract. It will more than likely save you a few
bucks — and a few headaches.
There is, of course, a chance that the professional you hired will move that can light for
free. Every project and every professional is different. But odds are there are service fees
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(and a markup on those service fees) involved, so be aware of the implications of “while
you’re at it.”
Here’s a quick rundown of some common change orders (the good, the bad and the ugly)
I’ve encountered while working in the remodeling industry.
The Good
Adjusting doors. You’ve had a particularly wet spring and suddenly your house has
shifted and the powder room door doesn’t open without a fight. In my experience, small
“extras” like adjusting a door or changing a lightbulb don’t merit a change order.
Changing out a faucet. Want to salvage an old faucet you’re removing and reinstall it in
another bathroom? This is fairly simple, and it’s likely that the cost will be minimal,
maybe $150.
The Bad
Painting an additional room. So your contract stated that you were just painting the
master suite, and now your daughter really wants her bedroom to be a different shade of
green. This is an exceptionally common “while you’re at it” moment, and while it does
incur a significant additional cost, it isn’t “ugly expensive.” Think $500 and up.

The Ugly
Structural changes. Looking into moving a door from one side of a room to another?
Sounds simple. But sometimes simple can get ugly. There are several questions that need
to be answered before the move can happen. Is there plumbing or electrical in the wall
where the door will be moved to? If so, can we relocate it? Are there studs or any
structural components that will prevent the move?
Structural changes are typically some of the most expensive change orders, so don’t get
too excited about the prospect of opening up that wall before you know more about
what’s inside it. Removing a non-load-bearing wall might run you $2,500 to $3,000. A
single-story load-bearing wall could be around $10,000. And a two-story load-bearing
wall will likely set you back $20,000 to $30,000.

How to Make Your Construction Business Wildly Successful on Line
By Shawn McCadden

Construction is a large umbrella ranging from handyman projects to large, multi-funded
developments. Some contractors are all tools and skill while others are masters of
management and leverage. Fitting all of this under the single category of e-commerce is
futile. To truly create a web presence, you need to know your marketing voice and
develop your site around the things that drive your audience.
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Expert Driven Design
Some people are selling themselves as experts in their industry. For this central marketing
message, a blog may be the best. Blogs tend to be written in first or second person, using
“me” and “you,” which automatically develops a bond between the writer and the
audience. They are usually descriptive, telling the reader how and why something should
be done. Take a look at the Amway blog as a good example of a business blog
concentrating on industry expertise. Inc Magazine has some good tips for creating
content for a great business blog as well.
The Supply Chain Site
In manufacturing, the supply chain is extremely important. The supply chain is the total
process from inception to customer care, including suppliers, marketers and the title
company that assists in closing. In construction, this is project management and some ecommerce sites use its unique issues as the driving message. An e-commerce supply
chain site will be broken down into specific topics of project management. One section
may have a supplier and a shopping cart for these items. Another section would have
human resource information and your services listed. The idea is that the website will
guide a user through the entire breadth of project development.
Product as the Traditional E-Commerce Website
When most people think of e-commerce, they think of Amazon with its departments and
lists of item after item. If you are selling products, the traditional e-commerce rules
apply. Your site needs to have an easily identifiable navigation bar and solid search
functions. The images need to be clear and sharp, being part of a good preview system.
Your descriptions should be both poetic and specific, enumerating the product specs in
bulleted form. As part of a larger marketing plan, the site and every individual item needs
to be easily shareable on social media.
Social Motivated Websites
Where some contractors are focused on their expertise, others are social and friendly,
providing a marketing message centered on trust. In the construction industry, this is
huge. A trusted contractor is worth his weight in gold. Like the expert site, the social site
is content driven but here it is a dialogue instead of a monologue. It should revolve
around active social media feeds that allow for a conversation format. A question and
answer section will keep people on your site longer and keep them coming back, both
being keys to successful e-commerce sales.
The Mix
The gut reaction is to try and do everything, but the reality is that you do not have
experience in every facet of the construction industry. Your specialization should be
reflected on your website. As your e-commerce site is developed, some things will be
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added while others will be discarded. A shopping cart is only useful for selling products
but generally not for services. Just make certain the website can be shared on social
media since it is a good source of marketing.

How Contractors Can Build Better Client Relationships

By Shawn McCadden

Though going above and beyond with the project at hand is usually the No. 1 priority for
contractors, creating and cultivating client relationships follows closely behind in
position No. 2. Any business owner and manager knows that building and maintaining
great relationships with clients — otherwise known as relationship marketing — is key to
a company’s success. Many companies, however, do not employ a dedicated customer
relationship manager (CRM). But that doesn’t mean relationship marketing should be
pushed to the wayside. We’ve gathered four tips on how you can help cultivate positive
relationships with clients right now:
Connecting the Dots
One CEO says her best tip is to be a connector. In other words, when meeting a potential
new client, or even a current client, ask yourself what you can do for them. Aside from
the job or project at hand, perhaps you’ve gleaned from the conversation that he or she
could use a referral to a good painter, or even something as minor as a good place for
lunch. Giving clients or potential clients access to your network can help them gain
confidence in your advice. Always having an “I can help” attitude, even if it doesn’t
directly benefit you, will leave a positive effect on people...and could result in more
business or a referral one day.
Get Clear
Experts also agree that clear communication goes a long way in keeping clients happy.
They say to be upfront from the very moment you meet with clients or potential clients so
you can bid in a fair and accurate way. Also, be sure you are completely clear on client
expectations and that they are clear on what you can deliver to ensure a united vision.
Additionally, using layman’s terms with clients who may not have excessive construction
experience can help them understand better and not feel awkward by asking for
clarification.
Further, deciding from the start who the point of contact will be on both ends, as well as
determining the preferred mode of communication — whether text, email or phone calls
— can help avoid ambiguity.
Number One
Another best practice is to treat every client like your most important client. Since
satisfied clients are more likely to refer you, it is wise to provide each and every client
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with your very best service, no matter if they are bringing you the largest payment or the
smallest. Just like in life, you never know who people know, and who they may (or may
not) refer you to. Not to mention, today’s startup could be tomorrow’s Fortune 500
Company. So provide service accordingly.
Tokens of Appreciation
While offering clients your own company swag — pens, T-shirts, etc. — is a nice way to
share your appreciation and get your name out there, it is wise to consider doing more.
Sometimes, even the smallest form of a “thank you” is deeply appreciated by clients.
Don’t underestimate the power of something as small as a hand-written thank-you card.
However, if you’d like to go above and beyond, an unexpected gift delivery at the end of
the project or on a holiday can send a bigger message of thanks.
An unexpected delivery can brighten anyone’s day. Perhaps you know that your client is
a wine enthusiast or enjoys a good microbrew. As such, a gift delivery with these items
offers a personal touch. If you’re unsure of what to send, custom gift baskets full of
luxury spa items, gourmet chocolates or sweet treats and cookies are always a safe bet.
Beautifully designed and wrapped, FTD gift baskets offer a touch of class and will be
something your client is sure to remember and appreciate.

Kitchen & Bath Remodeling
Remodeling of U.S. kitchens and bathrooms represents a $31 billion annual industry, or
25% of the overall $121 billion nationwide remodeling market, according to new
research from the National Kitchen & Bath Association. The NKBA’s “Size of the
Industry Report,” released last month, found that each year homeowners remodel
upwards of 1.8 million kitchens and 2.5 million bathrooms. Annual new home
construction adds roughly 1.2 million kitchens and 2.8 million bathrooms to the
marketplace, the Hackettstown, NJ-based NKBA said. According to the association’s
report, compiled in cooperation with The Farnsworth Group, rates of new home
construction and renovation are anticipated to grow between 5% and 7% annually
through 2019.
Be sure to stop by and see Kellene in our cabinet department to help you design your next
kitchen and/or bath.
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Introducing a New Product
ZIP. The Fastest Way To The Perfect Tight House
ZIP System® Sheathing and Tape, is now in stock at Siewers Lumber & Millwork ! ZIP
System sheathing is a one of a kind structural roof and wall system with built-in-energy
efficient barrier that keeps moisture out and reduces air leakage, while still allowing
panels to properly dry. ZIP System goes up in just two easy steps, simply install the
panels, tape the seams and your done! ZIP System sheathing and tape is designed to
streamline work on the jobsite. Fewer steps result in 40% faster installation when
compared to traditional housewrap and felt.
Installing the ZIP system panels and taping the seams for moisture and air protection gets
you the following 4 benefits:
1. A High quality structural sheathing panel made of engineered wood that
delivers strength and durability.
2. A built-in vapor permeable, water resistive barrier with enhanced drainage
that eliminates the hassles of housewrap and felt.
3. A continuous, rigid air barrier that decreases unwanted air leakage for greater
energy efficiency.
4. ZIP System tape is also code approved as a window and door flashing with
specifically engineered high performance acrylic adhesive that bonds with ZIP
System panels for a permanent protective seal.
ZIP System sheathing and tape is also backed up by an industry leading 30 year system
warranty!
Discover ZIP System sheathing and tape, it is the fastest way to achieve superior
moisture protection, structural durability, and superior air protection all in one panel.

Siewers New Look
For the next few weeks we will be introducing some of our new products. Starting with
the 1st row of our hardware section: Old Masters Stains and Penofin Penetrating Oils
products.
Old Masters has been in business since 1926, started by a Dutch immigrant. Their line of
stains and paints work harder and last longer. They are inspired to make products that
work right the first time with no need to mix and match different brands. Old Masters
has everything you need for your project.
Penofin is an American made brand with a goal to provide the highest quality products
for your coating needs. All of their products adhere to their number one goal: protect and
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reveal nature's beauty, period. In the past few years they have focused on being
a specialist in historic restoration. They recently restored the original barns used to house
the infamous Seabiscuit race horse. Literally taking old wood and making it look new.
There will be various products in the first row to help with your painting or staining
needs from primers to spray paints to tack clothes, brushes and rollers! .
We will have Representatives from both Old Masters and Penofin here at Siewers on
Thursday, September 22nd from 9am to 12 noon. Please stop by and “soak up” all the
information on these two fantastic products!

Feel Lucky!

Be sure and bring your business card next time
you visit Siewers. Just drop it into the glass fish
bowl on the counter to enter a monthly drawing.
Good Luck!!!
Congratulations to Rodney Poston our
September winner!
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Economy Snap Shot……….

Unemployment
Rate – Entire U.S.
4.9%
4.9%
5.1%

Aug. 2016
Prior Month – July 2016
Prior Year – Aug. 2015

Gallon ($)
Of Gas
$2.22
$2.14
$2.47

Aug. 31, 2016
Prior Month – July 2016
Prior Year – Aug. 2015

Consumer
Confidence
(Indexed to value
of 100 in 1985)
101.1
97.3
101.3

Total Housing
Starts/Seasonally
Adjusted Annual
Rate
1,142,000
1,212,000
1,132,000

Existing Home
Sales
N/A
5,390,000
5,290.000

National Avg.
Mortgage Rate
3.44
3.44
3.91

Market Summary
Sept. 20, 2016

1/01/16

8/31/15

18,222

17,425

16,528

NASDAQ

5,256

5,027

4,776

S&P 500

2,139

2,047

1,972

DOW

Long & Foster Market Minute / Aug. 2016
New Listings

2,341

Median Sales Price

$225,000

Current Contracts 1,858

Days on Market

45

Sold vs. List

Months of Supply

3.2

99.0%
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Company Mission
To serve the needs of contractors and do-it-yourselfers.

“Yesterday I was clever. So I wanted to change the world. Today I am wise, so I am
changing myself.” RUMI
Siewers Lumber & Millwork
1901 Ellen Road
Richmond, VA 23230
Phone: (804) 358-2103 Fax: (804) 359-6986
Hours:
Monday – Friday
7:30 a.m. – 4:30 p.m.

Visit our “newly remodeled” website for product and general information at
www.siewers.com
&
also on Facebook at Siewers Lumber & Millwork

Share with others. . . . . . .
If you know someone that would like to receive our “Siewers Newsletter”,
have them email me at laurenf@siewers.com and we will add them to our
distribution list.
….Next issue October 20th
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